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Nobody Knows What this is……

But your whole life is governed by it….

Fitts's law (often cited as Fitts'
law) is a predictive model of
human movement primarily
used in human computer
interaction and ergonomics.

But we have many human problems in the mental
health system……
51. Regrettably, many parts of mental health-care
systems, such as residential institutions and
psychiatric hospitals, too often themselves breed
cultures of violence, stigmatization and
helplessness.
The models that have reinforced the legacy of
discrimination, coercion and overmedicalization in
mental health care should be abandoned.
Efforts should be refocused towards non-coercive
alternatives that respect the rights of persons with
a lived experience of mental health conditions
and mental health-care services.
Such alternatives should address holistic wellbeing, and place individuals and their definition of
their experiences, and their decisions, at the
centre.

If it was just about policy it would be fixed by
now……..
• The clinical governance agenda hasn’t reduced restraint use /
human rights abuses across the MH system.
• Some examples of systematic QI helping, but scaling is an issue.
• Adverse incidents and poor / abusive care occur in services that
have PBS plans and where services report their staff are all trained
in person centred approaches

Paperwork doesn’t fix it…
All of the inspection report quotes from the previous slide
related to services that were subject to compliance failure
and media attention for delivering abusive or non-compliant
practices regarding the use of restraint……………

A Puzzling Omission?
•

•
•
•
•
•

Much research and opinion in the MH/LD/PBS field has focused on
training, staff stress, culture as a variable in quality / delivery
problems.
i.e. psychological effects of the system, but not (human)
psychological factors involved in their origin and maintenance
Very little in the area of patient safety / quality in MH/LD has
focused on human factors research.
Contrasted with the very high focus on human factors in physical
health settings.
It seems obvious that understanding the nature of human decision
making and reasoning is critical when we think about problems
with leadership, training-practice links, staff stress, culture etc.
But in mental health we seem to ignore a real focus on this.

Human Factors – widespread adoption in physical
healthcare
“Human error in medicine, and the adverse events
that may follow, are problems of psychology and
engineering, not of medicine.”
• Russ, A. L., Fairbanks, R. J., Karsh, B. T., Militello, L. G., Saleem, J.
J., Wears, R. L. (2013). The science of human factors: separating
fact from fiction. British Journal of Ophthalmology, 22(10), 802808. Doi:
https://qualitysafety.bmj.com/content/qhc/22/10/802.full.pdf
• In mental health we surely have psychology covered, right?

Why is this important for Wales?
• Current push for widespread
strategic change across the
whole system, towards rights
based and person centred
models of care delivery.
• Requirement for cultural as
well as process change.
• Delivery success depends on
how the people working in and
leading services think and
make decisions.
• Wales could be a vanguard

Thesis 1
• The Mental Health System has systematically neglected to think
about the human factors issues underpinning delivery of evidence
based practice.
• This may be because it thinks because it deals with the mind and
behaviour in its day to day clinical practice, it doesn’t need to think
about these issues when designing and implementing service
models.
• In actual fact, human factors issues underpin human rights abuses
and poor practice in the mental health system

Styles of Thinking

Thesis 2
All good practice in mental health requires thinking

But our system :
• Often has environments that make it hard and effortful to think.
• Often places expectations on unqualified staff to use the same
type of thinking about problems that highly trained clinicians
have been socialised into for years.
• And sometimes assumes that giving staff knowledge (training)
or communicating values and ethical frameworks will support
behaviour change and delivery of evidence and rights based
practice.

In other words…

What is the handle?
Training using impenetrable language?
Complex models of mind / explanations
for distress that don’t link to deliverable,
auditable care plans?
Initiatives to improve MDT working so
that that the nurses, psychologists and
psychiatrists get along?
Belief that staff not knowing CBT or
behavioural principles it the main barrier
to reduction in restraint and poor patient
experience?
Belief that talking a lot about emotional
intelligence, compassion and
mindfulness and sending people on
courses will change the culture of the
system?

How can you minimise risks?
1. Support the use of system 2 (slow) thinking in people who have
the required knowledge and skills:
• Ensure time when system 2 can be safely activated and strengthened eg
supervision
• Support Middle manager and clinician knowledge in cognitive factors
and their impact on clinical decision making
• Acceptance that system 2 thinking is slower – organisations need time
to work strategically beyond crisis, even during crisis.

How can you minimise risks?
2. Support slow thinking in people who are joining the system
•

Reduce cognitive effort for all new information NB Psychological Jargon. Readability.

•

Ergonomics of communication materials (eg font, colour) as well as content

•

Pre-empt lack of engagement (assume it and don’t see this as pessimism)

•

Reduce frustrated response when staff don’t ‘get it’ when dealing with a challenging
person (of course they don’t – we are hard wired by nature not to).

•

Reward examples of analytic / considered thinking about a person – cognition is
effortful and reward needs to be as immediate as possible

•

Reduce the authority gradient in staff teams to allow for more junior staff to override
poor (System 1 driven?) decisions of more senior staff without punishment and
without humiliation of the senior staff.

How can you minimise risks?
3. Minimise the risk of system 1 decisions that override system 2 decisions in
health and social care settings and which cause human rights abuses and
patient safety incidents:
•

Clear message that the system is being actively monitored by people who are
following written guidance and requirements.

•

Authoritative (rather than authoritarian) approach to unsafe and incompetent
decisions from those at the top of the authority gradient. The authority gradient
needs to be appropriate to team skills but still needs to be there and clear.

•

More flexible approach to disagreements with logically planned clinical instructions
(eg in PBS plans) when these are questioned even if the questioning proceeds
from a low knowledge base.

•

Practice leadership that is clearly aware of and considers cognitive factors in
system design and error investigation (eg Root Cause Analysis will not get to ‘root
cause’ if it neglects consideration of cognitive factors).

Final Thoughts - Training
• Policy requirements still about ‘have staff had training’ than
‘how does the relationship between training and staff
behaviour get examined?’.

• How should trainers/practice leaders respond when the gap
between knowing and acting in teams becomes clear?
• Do we focus enough on beliefs and belief change in training /
supervision?
• Do we acknowledge how hard it is to psychologically reason
about behaviour?

The care we deliver is delivered through our relationships with people
in our care. We need to use our humanity to deliver care. Often, when
people cause harm to users of the kind of health and social care that
we deliver, it is not because of using the wrong machine, or pressing

Human Factors:
LSHG induction workbook

the wrong button, but of saying and doing something in a way that

makes the person feel worse. There are many examples in mental

Jumping to conclusions

health and learning disability care where saying the wrong thing, or in
the wrong way, has prompted severe incidents where people – staff
and patients – have been severely harmed. But because this involves
us and our behaviour, it is harder to get right and we can’t use signs

and stickers to remind ourselves of what to do and say when we are in
a high stress situation with a challenging service user!

Before you complete the workbooks on following structured behaviour

support plans, or any written plan designed to prevent someone with
complex needs putting themselves and others at risk through their
behaviour, it is important for you to understand that there are certain
factors that apply to all of us that make it difficult for us to deliver
structured support well. We need to be aware of these right from the
start! As a team member you will be responsible for ensuring that,

when dealing with a difficult situation, these factors don’t prevent the
team from delivering good quality care.

Particularly when we are in a high stress situation, people tend
to minimise the role of the environment around the person who
is displaying the challenging behaviour. They tend to first of all
explain the behaviour by referring to something about a person
– something that is ‘inside them’ and that is causing the
behaviour.

For example, if we know that someone is depressed we may
explain all their episodes of challenging behaviour by referring
to their depression, when there may be very good external
factors (such as a noisy environment), that provide a good
explanation for the behaviour. When you go through the skills
based workbooks, the additional information and knowledge
should help reduce the tendency to ‘jump to conclusions’, but
we know that even with training this tendency never completely
goes. This is why it is important that teams work to a shared
understanding of the causes and reasons for each person’s
behaviour. This is core to the way that we work in LSHG.

We’re all more likely to blame others than ourselves …..

“Blame the patient…..”

In extreme situations, this way of thinking
can lead to what we call’ blame the patient’.
This is when we explain the difficulties in a
service by saying that it is the patient’s

‘fault’ that things are unsettled. This is
something that can happen when services
and staff are stressed. When this happens in
teams it is the job of all staff to reflect and
challenge that way of thinking. This way of

thinking is particularly common in services
that look after those patients with the most
complex emotional needs – for example
people who have received a diagnosis of
‘personality disorder’

When we look at incident forms we often see that
the behaviours of staff are key factors in either

triggering an incident of challenging behaviour or
maintaining it once it has started. If you speak to
anyone who has been working in services for a long
time they will tell you that they can remember a time
when something they said or did made a situation

worse. We are only human after all .
It is important for all our teams to understand that in
LSHG we expect everyone to be able to reflect on the
role that their behaviour may have played in an

incident without feeling that they are being blamed.
Part of ensuring that we provide the very best care is
about learning what works and what doesn’t. We all
have a ‘type’ of person we get on better with. It is
the same for our clients and our job is to change the

way we behave to fit their needs.

However, we know that people are naturally
inclined, when things go wrong, to explain this
in terms of things that are outside our control,
or to blame other people. We do this naturally
to protect our own feelings because we don’t
want to feel bad.

It is important for us all to be able to question
and learn from each other when we are trying
to find the best way to support someone with
challenging behaviour – we do this by being
aware of this natural tendency and being open
about how we feel when we are working with
the people we look after.
This is why in LSHG we use ‘staff debrief’
forms after each incident. Some people can
find these challenging, but it is important to
get used to questioning yourself and allowing
yourself to be questioned. We are all here to
defend our practice, and because we are not
perfect, we will all make mistakes. We can
only learn if we are open and honest about
what we could have done differently in each
incident. This does not mean that we should
or could have done something differently in
the first place. Sometimes it is only by learning
about what doesn’t work or what makes
things worse that we find the best way to
support

What I am NOT Saying…
•
•
•
•
•

Governance is unnecessary
Training is pointless
Compassion and mindfulness shouldn’t be a focus
Psychologists all use impenetrable language
XXX model of care / theory / approach/ therapy is bad / good.

What I AM Saying…
•
•

•
•

Clinical theorists need to consider the human ability to apply their theories in the
contexts they are used.
Training needs to anticipate the barriers to both delivery of and belief in evidence
based approaches in the people we train to use them.
Leaders cannot model the wrong values and behaviour out of systems – they need
to engineer them with human factors in mind.
We are all vulnerable to the cognitive errors that lead to poor practice in mental
health care regardless of where we are in the hierarchy.

Thank You
andrew.hider@lshealthcare.co.uk
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